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1 Introduction
Jujube is rich in vitamins, polysaccharides, organic acids and 

amino acids, etc. It has high nutritional value and medicinal value, 
and is one of the most popular fruits for consumers (Wang et al., 
2022). The maturity and moisture content directly affect the 
taste and fruit quality of jujube (Fu et al., 2021; Sun et al., 2022; 
Wang et al., 2020), therefore, the researches on jujube maturity 
and moisture content detection have important significance. 
Many researchers have studied the detection methods of moisture 
content and maturity of jujube by selecting appropriate input 
data and building suitable predictive models.

Mahmood et al. (2022) successfully divided jujubes into 
three categories (unripe, ripe, and over-ripe) based on the 
convolutional neural network (CNN) according to maturity, 
which provided theoretical support for the automatic classification 
system of jujube. Sun et al. (2022) used the class balance loss 
(CB) to improve the MobileNetV2 network, and used A transfer 
learning strategy to train the model. The results showed that the 
CB-MobileNet V2 model improved the performance of jujube 
maturity classification. Zang et al. (2021) provided an automatic 
weighing method and machine vision system to detect the 
moisture content of jujube slices, allowing real-time detection 
during the drying process to come true on the strength of the 
LABVIEW virtual tool.

In recent years, the fractal theory has been more and 
more widely used in image processing. Fractal theory is an 
important branch of modern nonlinear science and an important 

mathematical tool and means in scientific research. Its research 
objects are irregular and self-similar geometric shapes that 
widely exist in nature and real life (Ma  et  al., 2023). Fractal 
theory can condense the numerous and complex texture features 
of image into a concise digital expression (Acquisgrana et al., 
2022), that is, fractal dimension, which can reveal the hidden 
information of jujube quality change. The theory was proposed 
by Professor Mandelbrot (Mandelbrot, 1967), and is often used 
to process vibration signals (Huang et  al., 2022) and texture 
features (Yao  et  al., 2021). Its application fields include fault 
diagnosis (Liang et al., 2022), tool wear detection (Zhao et al., 
2021), face recognition (Tang et al., 2018), medical diagnosis 
(Ibrahim et al., 2022), etc.

However, there are few reports on the application of this 
theory in fruit quality detection. In this study, fractal theory 
was applied to the quality detection of fresh jujube. In view 
of the fact that sliced tissue images can well reflect the quality 
information of jujube, the tissue images of jujube were taken 
as the research object. Based on the fractal theory, the fractal 
characteristics of the data were extracted, and the relationship of 
fractal characteristics-moisture content and fractal characteristics-
maturity were investigated. This study provides a novel idea for 
jujube and other fruit quality detection. The flow chart of research 
on maturity and moisture content detection of fresh jujube is 
shown in Figure 1. Through the implementation of this study, 
it is expected to form a new and rapid fruit detection method 
and reduce the detection cost.
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2 Materials and methods
2.1 Sample preparation

The fresh winter jujube samples used for the experiment 
were picked from the jujube orchard in Alar City, Xinjiang 
Production and Construction Corps. Jujube samples should be 
free from diseases and insect pests, and be wiped to clean the 
surface of dust and stains after picking. We selected regular-
shaped samples (longitudinal diameter (28 ± 3) mm, transverse 
diameter (25 ± 3) mm) and divided them into four categories 
according to maturity, namely green maturity (GM), white 
maturity (WM), half-red maturity (HM) and red maturity (RM). 
The images of fresh jujubes at different levels of maturity were 
shown in Figure 2.

2.3 Data collection

The data that needed to be obtained in this study included 
the moisture content of jujube and the tissue section images 
of jujube.

2.4 Moisture content determination

The jujube samples at red maturity (RM) were divided into 
5 groups and placed in the sample trays, and stored for 24h, 48h, 
72h, 96h and 120h, respectively. The moisture contents of the 
jujubes at different storage time were measured. The laboratory 
temperature was 20°C and the humidity was 20% RH.

Jujube flesh was cut to a mass of about 3 g, and the mass was 
measured by JA2003 electronic balance (Hunan Lichen Instrument 
Technology Co., Ltd.). When measuring the moisture content, 
the initial mass m1 of each sample was measured first, and then 
the sample was put into the GZX-9140MBE electric blast drying 
oven (Shanghai Boxun Industrial Co., Ltd.) for drying. Then a 
mass measurement was carried out every 2 hours until the mass 

change of two adjacent measurements was less than 0.001 g, and 
the mass m2 at that time was recorded. The moisture content of 
each sample can be calculated by Formula 1.

1 2 1 ·  100%( )w m m m= − ×  (1)

where, w is the moisture content, m1 is the initial mass of the 
sample, and m2 is the final mass of the sample after drying.

Figure 1. Flow chart of research on maturity and moisture content detection of fresh jujube.

Figure 2. The images of fresh jujubes at different levels of maturity.
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2.5 Tissue section image acquisition

The 2 mm tissue under the epidermis at the jujube equator 
was taken to make jujube tissue sections. During the slicing 
process, the blade needs to be kept clean to avoid the influence 
of stains on the tissue sections. Tissue sections of jujubes at four 
mature stages were made and images were obtained.

TD-2KHU electron microscope (Shenzhen Sanqiang Taida 
Optical Instrument Co., Ltd.) was used to acquire images of 
jujube tissue sections. During operation, the magnification 
of the microscope was set to 50, and the tissue sections were 
photographed after adjusting the focus. Each sample was 
photographed 3 times, and the clearest image was selected as 
the test data.

2.6 Tissue section image preprocessing

To make the tissue section image better characterize the 
microscopic tissue state of the sample, grayscale, histogram 
equalization, median filter, threshold selection and binarization 
were successively performed on it. To improve the calculation 
efficiency, Matlab2021b (Mathworks, Natick, MA) software 
was used for data calculating, and Origin2021 (OriginLab 
Corporation, Northhampton, MA, USA) and Matlab2021b 
software were used for figure drawing.

2.7 Gray processing

A true-color image can be converted to grayscale via gray 
processing. Gray processing includes the component method, 
maximum value method, mean method and weighted mean 
method (Zhao et al., 2023a, b). In this study, the weighted average 
method was used to convert the RGB value into a gray value by 
weighting the three components of RGB with different weights 
(Figure 3). The grayscale value can be calculated by Formula 2.

 0.299  0.587  0.114 Y R G B= × + × + ×  (2)

2.8 Histogram equalization processing

Histogram equalization is to properly homogenize the 
original gray probability density distribution of the original 
image, and obtain a new image. Images that are too dark and 
too bright will become clear after histogram equalization, 
with rich details, which is conducive to subsequent processing 
(Rahman & Paul, 2023; Sule & Ezugwu, 2023). The images of 
histogram equalization processing of jujube tissue section were 
shown in Figure 4.

2.9 Median filtering processing

The function of median filtering is to calculate the median 
value of pixel values of the points around any point on the image, 
and replace the point with the calculated median value. Median 
filtering can reduce abnormal noise points. The algorithm is 
simple, and the operation process is convenient, which is widely 
used in image processing (Alqahtani et al., 2023; Sait & Ishak, 
2023). The image of the tissue section after median filtering was 
shown in Figure 5.

2.10 Binarization processing

Image binarization is to set the gray value of the pixels on 
the image to 0 or 255, that is, to present the entire image with an 
obvious black-and-white color. Through binarization processing, 
the image becomes simple, the amount of data is reduced, and the 
target of interest can be highlighted (Li et al., 2023). The binarization 
process requires threshold setting. In this study, we searched for 
an appropriate threshold based on the maximum between-class 
variance method (also known as the global OTSU algorithm), 

Figure 3. Gray processing of jujube tissue section image.

Figure 5. The image of jujube tissue section after median filtering.

Figure 4. Histogram equalization processing of jujube tissue section 
image.
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which can better display the image details, and divide the picture 
into background and target according to the gray value of the 
image (Abdullah et al., 2021; Long et al., 2021). The image was 
represented by 1 and 0 after binarization processing. 1 was a 
white area, and 0 was a black area. In this study, we used white 
to represent the color of the pore in the jujube tissue, so it was 
necessary to have negative binarization processing after binarization. 
The binarization and negative binarization of the tissue section 
image were shown in Figure 6.

2.11 Fractal dimension calculation

The calculation methods of fractal dimension include 
correlation dimension (Zhang  et  al., 2021), information 
dimension (Qiang et al., 2022), box dimension (Xiao, 2022) and 
so on. Among them, the box dimension is widely used because 
of its simple calculation process and easy operation. The fractal 
dimension of jujube tissue section images was calculated based 
on this algorithm in this study.

The process of the box dimension calculation is: (1) the 
small boxes with side length r1 are used to cover the entire 
image, and the number of boxes containing target information 
N(r1) is counted, and then the side length r1 of the small box 
and the number N(r1) of small boxes are recorded; (2) the side 
length of the small boxes are changed to r2, and the above step 

repeated, and then the side length r2 of the small box and the 
number N(r2) of small boxes are recorded; (3) the side length of 
the small boxes continues to change, and finally, multiple sets 
of data are obtained (Figure 7); (4) a lg(1/r) - lg(N(r)) scatter 
diagram is plotted according to the recorded data, and performed 
linear fitting based on the least square method, then the slope 
k of the fitted line is the box dimension D of the jujube tissue 
section image (Figure 8). The box dimension of each image can 
be calculated by Formula 4.

( )( ) ( )  ·  1 /lg N r D lg r=  (4)

3 Results and discussion
3.1 Relationship between jujube maturity and fractal 
dimension

As shown in Figure 9, Figure 10, Figure 11, Figure 12 and 
Figure 13, the fractal characteristics of jujube tissues at different 
maturity stages were different. As shown in Table 1 and Figure 13, 
with the increase of maturity, the fractal dimension of internal 
tissue images of jujube gradually decreased. Among them, the 
mean fractal dimension of the jujube at green maturity (GM) 
was 1.9921, the mean fractal dimension of the jujube at white 
maturity (WM) was 1.9637, the mean fractal dimension of the 
jujube at half-red maturity (HM) was 1.9019, and the mean 
fractal dimension of the jujube at red maturity (RM) was 1.8556.

The internal tissue of jujube was constantly developing 
and growing with the increase of maturity of jujube. We could 
find that the tissue at green maturity was closely arranged 
by electron microscope, and the white part almost filled the 
whole area after preprocessing. As shown in Table 1, the fractal 
dimension obtained at that time was 1.9921, which was close 
to 2. As the maturity of jujube increased, the internal tissue of 
jujube expanded, and the white part gradually decreased after 
tissue section pretreatment, and the calculated fractal dimension 

Figure 7. Image division based on box dimension algorithm.

Figure 6. Binarization and negative binarization of tissue section image.

Table 1. Statistics of fractal dimension of jujube at different maturity.

Maturity GM WM HM RM
Mean fractal dimension 1.9921 1.9637 1.9019 1.8556
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storage time. As shown in Figure 14, the least squares method 
was used for linear fitting of the scatterplot of the relationship 
between moisture content and fractal dimension. The fitted 
expression was y = -0.847x + 2.456, and the correlation 
coefficient R = -0.754. The relationship between the moisture 
content and the fractal dimension was obvious, and the fractal 
dimension of the tissue section was negatively correlated with 
the moisture content. As the moisture content increases, the 
fractal dimension decreased gradually, indicating that the more 
moisture content in the tissue section, the less complex the 
image. Moisture prediction could be carried out by observing 

Figure 8. Linear fitting processing of scatter plot.

Figure 9. Tissue section images of jujube at green maturity.

Figure 10. Tissue section images of jujube at white maturity.

gradually decreased. This might be because, as jujube matures, 
the number of pores between internal tissues decreased, which 
reduced the complexity of the edge of the pore outline, and 
finally the calculated fractal dimension was reduced.

3.2 Relationship between jujube moisture content and 
fractal dimension

The correlation analysis was carried out on the calculated 
fractal dimension and moisture content of jujube at different 

Figure 11. Tissue section images of jujube at half-red maturity.

Figure 12. Tissue section images of jujube at red maturity.

Figure 13. Fractal dimensions of jujube tissues with different maturity. 
Note: GM means green maturity, WM means white maturity, HM 
means half-red maturity, and RM means red maturity.
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the microscopic images of jujube tissues. It could also be seen 
from Figure 14 that the fractal dimension had a good effect on 
the qualitative analysis of moisture content, but it was difficult 
to achieve accurate quantitative measurements.

4 Conclusion
In this study, the tissue section images of winter jujube were 

taken as the research object, and the relationship of image fractal 
features-jujube moisture content and fractal features-jujube 
maturity were explored based on fractal theory. The fractal 
dimensions of tissue section images with different maturity 
and different moisture contents were calculated based on the 
box dimension algorithm. Through the analysis, we found that: 
(1) the fractal dimension of tissue section images at different 
maturity levels was different, and the fractal dimension decreased 
gradually with the increase of maturity; (2) the fractal dimension 
of tissue section images with different moisture contents was 
different, and the fractal dimension decreased gradually with the 
increase of moisture content. The integration of fractal theory 
provides a novel idea for the detection of physical and chemical 
indicators of jujube and other fruits.
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